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Abstract: 

"In this paper I'm introduce and study another type of convergence in a minimal structures namely Minimal Structure 

Convergence (ms-convergence) of nets and filters by using the concept of ms-open sets". "Also I'm investigate some 

properties of these concepts ". "As well as I'm used two functions on the basis of Minimal structure in various forms, one 

check transmission character compacting minimal structure and other check transmission two characters compacting 

minimal structure and compact from one side depending on the requirements of research ". 
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Introduction: 

"The notion of converge is one of difference 

converge theorems used in|general the basicnotion 

inanalysis". "There're two topologies that lead to 

equivalent|results". "One|of them base on theanotion of 

anet in 1922 dueato MooreaandaSmith [1], anotheraone, 

which going back toawork ofaCartan [2] ain 1937 is 

based on the notion of a filter ". "Al-Janabi S. H.  and Al-

Ysaary F. J. Provided a new concepts of minimal 

continuous, minimal open and minimal closed function 

also concepts of minimal proper function in [3]  ". " 

Alimohammady M. and Roohi M. in [4] give the 

definition of minimal closed set (m-closed set) and give 

the definition of minimal continuous function (m-

continuous function) and study the properties of it ". "Ravi 

O., Ganesan S., Tharmar S. and Balamukugan in [5] give 

the definition of minimal closed function (m-closed 

function) and study some properties of it". "Also Al-Janabi 

S. H.  and Al-Ysaary F. J. in [3] used it to construct a 

definition of minimal proper function and certain types 

of it (m
*
-proper, 

*
m-proper and 

*
m

*
-proper functions)  ". 

"Foraasubset  aofa , the minimal structure closureaand 

the minimal structureainterioraof   in   areadenoted by 
ms

E  and 
ms

E


arespectively [4],[6],[7]  ". "Now, In this 

paper    SM   arepresent minimal structure spaceaon 

which not separation axiomaare assumed unless 

otherwise mentioned ". "For a non empty set S  the 
SMT  

I'm denoted the topology on S  induced by minimal 

structure". "aFinally, we give some properties  of  the  ms- 
 

 

proper, ms * -proper functions  by using the concept of 

minimal structure exceptional (    ) set". "I'm use 
U

T  to 

denote the usual topology". "In this paper every word 

(minimal) is mean (minimal structure)  ". 

1. Basic definitions and notations: 

"We introduce some elementary concept which we need 

in our work". 

Definition 1.1 [4]: "Let S  be a non-empty setand )(S  

theapower set of X ". "Aasubfamily SM  of )(S  is 

called aminimalastructure (briefly m-structure) on S  if 

SMS, ". "In this case ),( SMS  is said to be 

minimalastructure space (briefly ms-space)  ". "Aset 

)(SE   is said ms-openaset if SME ". " )(SC   is 

an ms-closedaset if SMC
C

 ". 

Remark 1.2 [3]: "Ifa ),( SMS  is ms-space then there's 

always asubfamilies 
SM  of SM  satisfies the conditions 

of topological spaces (at least the family },{ S ) and the 

intersection of these families represent the indiscrete 

topology on S ". "

SM  called induced topology from 

minimalastructure SM ". "If E  is openaset in S  is mean 

E
SM ". "Also if C  isaclosedaset in S  mean that 

S

C

MC  ". 

Remark 1.3 [3]: 

i. "For all openaset is anms-openaset"; 

ii. "For all closedaset is anms-closedaset". 

"The converse isn't true inageneral and weashow that 

from the following next example ". 
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aExample 1.4: "Let },,{ cbaS   such that

 },{},{},{,, cbbaSM S   is m-structure on S  and 

}}{,,{1 bST
SM   be one of the topological space 

induced by the minimal structure, then the set }{a  is ms-

open (also ms-closed) set, but 
SM

c Tcbaa 1},{}{},{  ". 

Definition 1.5 [8]: "Let S  be a non-emptyaset and SM  

an m-structureaon S ". "For asubset E  of S , the 

minimalaclosure of E  (briefly 

ms

E ) andathe minimal 

interior of E  (briefly 
ms

E


), definedaby": 

},:{ SMCCEC
cms

E    

 SMEEOOE
ms

 ,:


 

Definition 1.6 [3]: "An ms-space ),( SMS  is said to be 

an": 

(i) "ums-space if therarbitrary unionrof ms-open sets 

is anrms-open set". 

(ii) "ims-space if any finite intersection of ms-open 

sets is an ms-open set". 

Definition 1.7: "Let S  be an ms-space and SH  ". "An 

ms-neighborhood of H  is anyrsubset of S  which contains  

ms-open set containing H ". "The ms-neighborhod of asubset 

}{s  is also called ms-neighborhod of therpoint s ". 

Definition 1.8 [9]:  "An ms-space S  is called ms-

Hausdorff (ms-T2) if for any two points Sts ,

distinction between it's there are two ms-open sets LK ,

of S  distinction between it such that Ks  and Lt ". 

Definition 1.9: "If VSf :  be afunction of aspace S  

into aspace V  then f  is called": 

i. "ms-continuousiif SMHf  )(1
, forever VMH  " [8]. 

ii. " ms
*
-continuous if there is non-indiscrete topology 

VM  

soithat SMHf  )(1
,

VMH  " [3]. 

"Now, we review some basic definitions, theorems and 

remarks about a net". 

Definition 1.10 [10]: "Aset X  is said to be adirected if 

there's arelation   on X  satisfy": 

i. " xx  for all Xx ". 

ii. "If 21 xx  and 32 xx  then 31 xx  ". 

iii. "If Xxx 21, , there's some Xx 3  with 31 xx 

and 32 xx  ". 

Definition 1.11 [10]:  "Anet in aset S  is afunction 

SX : , where X  is directeiset". "The point )(x  is 

denoted by x ". 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Definition 1.12 [10]: "Asubnet of anet SX :  is the 

composition   , wherei XM :  and M  is 

directediset, sothat ": 

(i) )()( 21 mm   , wherei 
21

mm  . 

(ii) "Foriever Xx  there's somei Mm suchthat 

)(mx  . For Mm theipoint )(m  is 

ofteniwritten xm ". 

Definition 1.13 [11]: "Let Xxx )(  be anet in 

atopologicalispace S  and SsSE  ,  thusi": 

(i)
   Xxx )(  "is called eventualiin E  if there's Xxo   

sothat Ex   foriever
 oxx  ". 

(ii)
  Xxx )(  "is called frequentiin E  if foriever Xx  

there's Xxo   with xxo   suchthat E
ox  ". 

(iii)
 Xxx )(  "be said to be convergence to s  if Xxx )(  

eventually in each neighborhood of s  (written 

Xx  )". "Theipoint x  is saiditobe alimit pointiof 

Xxx )( ". 

(iv)
 Xxx )(  "beisaiditobeihas s  as acluster pointiif 

Xxx )(  is frequent inieach neighborhod of  s " 

(iwritten sx  ). 

2. ms-ConvergeiofiNets: 

"In this part, I'm introduce other types of converge 

namely minimal structure convergence (ms-

convergence) of net and study some properties of the 

concept of ms-limit point and ms-cluster point of the net 

in a given space". "Also, we give some properties, remarks 

and examples about this subject ". 

Definition 2.1 [12]: "Let Xxx )(  is anet in ms-space S , 

Ss , ithen Xxx )(  is": 

i. "anms-converge to s ". "If Xxx )(  is eventual for 

ever ms-neighborhod of S  (written s
ms

x  ). 

The point s  is said ms-limitpoint of Xxx )( ".  

ii. "saidptoihave s  asvms-clusterppoint if Xxx )(  it's 

frequent in each ms-neighborhod of s  (pwritten 

s
ms

x  )". 

Remark 2.2: "Let S  be an ms-space and let SE  , x  

is a net in S , Ss  then the following holds If": 

i. s
ms

x   in ),(
SMS   then sx   in ),( SMS . 

ii. s
ms

x   then sx   in ),( SMS . 

iii. s
ms

x   in ),(
SMS   then sx   in ),( SMS . 

iv. sx   in ),(
SMS   forever 

SM in S  then s
ms

x   

in ),( SMS
.
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Note "that If x  is anet in S , Ss  so that SX :  

in ),( SMS  then x  is not necessary be S
ms

x   in 

),(
SMS  ". "And we see that from next example ". 

 

Example 2.3: "If }1,1{ S , }}1{},1{,,{  SM S   be an 

ms-structure on S , and let },{1 S
SM  (indiscrete 

topology on S ), and let })1{( n  be a net in S  then 

})1{( n  eventually in every neighborhood of 1  

(supposing that the open set is only S, ) but })1{( n  is 

not eventually in every ms-neighborhood of 1 , Since }1{  

is an ms-neighborhood of 1  but })1{( n  is not eventually 

in" }1{  

Theorem 2.4: "An ms-space S  is ms-T2  ms-space iff 

each ms-convergent net in S  has aunique ms-limit point ". 

Proof: "Let S  is ms-T2  ms-spaceiand Xxx )( be anet in 

S  suchthat s
ms

x  , t
ms

x   and ts  ". "Since 

S  be an ms-T2  ms-space". "There're )(sNK ms  and  

         suchthat      ". "Since   

  
→    there's 

      suchthat      for all      ". "Since   

  
→    

there is      such that     
   for all      ". "Since 

  is directed set and          , then there's       

suchthat       and       ". "Then      for 

ever       and      for all       , thus      , 

this is a contradiction". "So    ". 

Conversely: "Suppose that   is not        ms-space, 

there are       and    , for ever         , 

         so that      ". "Put   
  {      

                  }, where   
  is directed set". "Thus 

for all     
 ,there's       then          

  is anetiin  ". 

"To prove   

  
→   and   

  
→  , let          thus 

    
        ". "Thus       for all      

so   

  
→  ". "Also,              then     

       

                    لآ         " ." 

  
→     This is a 

contradiction". 

Theorem2.5: "If    be an ims-space and    , then": 

i.  "Apoint     is ms-limit pointiof   iff there's anet in 

  { } ms-convergence to  ". 

ii.  "Aset   is ms-closed in   iff noinet in   ms-

convergence to apoint in   
". 

iii. "Aset   is ms-openiin   iff noinet in    ms-

convergence to apoint in  ". 

Proof:  (i) "Let   is ms-limit point of  . To prove that 

there is anet Xxx )( in    { } so that   

  
→  . "Since   

is ms-limitipoint of  , for each         ,    { }  
 ". "Then            is directed set by inclusion"." Since 

    { }   , for all          then there is 

       { }". "Define            { } by 

       for all         , then             
  is anet 

in   { }". "To prove it   

  
→                to 

finder      ْ  so that      for all      ". "suppose 

      then for all      ,          , i.e.,  

 
       . Then                   
  { }       then       for all      . "Thus   
  
→  ".  

Conversely: "Suppose that there is a net Xxx )(   in 

  { } so that   

  
→  ". "To prove   is ms-limitipoint of 

  ". "Let         , since   

  
→  , then there is      

such that       for all      ". "But      { } 
foreach     , then     { }    for all   
      ". "Thus   is ms-limit point of  ". 

(ii) "Let   is ms-closediset in   and there's anet         

in   when   

  
→   and     

". "Then      , since   is 

ms-closed set, then    ̅  , hence    , then 

      , this's acontradiction ". "Thus not net in   ms-

convergence to apoint in   
". 

Conversely: Let not net in   ms-convergent to apoint in 

  
". "Let    ̅   then there is a net in   so that   

  
→  ". 

"By hypotheses, given each net in   ms-convergence to 

apoint in  ". "Thus    , so    ̅   implies that   is 

ms-closed". 

(iii) By using (i). 

Remark 2.6: 

i. "Let       be afunction from ms-space   into ms-

space  ". "if Xxx )( is anet in  , then {      }    is 

anet in  ".  

ii. "Let       be afunction from annms-space   onto 

an ms-space   and          be annet in  ". "Then 

there's annet Xxx )(  in   so that          

fornever     ". 

Theorem  2.7: "If   and   be ms-spaces". "A function 

      is ms-continuous if and only if whenever 

Xxx )(  is annet in   so that   

  
→  , then     

  
→      . 

Proof: "Suppose       is ms-continuousnand Xxx )(  

is anet in   sonthat    

  
→  ". "To prove      

  
→      ". 

"Let      (    ) in  ". "Then              , for 

some     ,       implies that             ". "Thus, 

showing that      
  
→     , since Xxx )(  is eventual in 

each ms-neighborhod of  , then             is a net in   

which is eventually in each ms-neighborhood of     ". 

"Therefore      
  
→     ". 

Conversely: "To prove        is ms-continuousn. 

Supposenot". "Then there is      (    ) so that 

       forevern         ". "Thus fornever 

          we can       such that        ". 

"But             
 is a net in   with    

  
→   while 

                doesn't ms-converge to     ". "This is 

acontradiction, then    is ms-continuousnfunction". 

Definition 2.8 [13]: "Let ),( sMS  be an ms-space". " S  is 

called ms-compactnif for ever cover of S  by sets of SM  

has afinite subcover". "Ansubset K  of S  is called ms-

compact if for all cover of K bynasubsets of SM  has 

afinitensubcover". 
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Note "that S  is an ms-compact iff for all ms-open cover 

of S  has afinite subcover". 

Remark  2.9: "If the ms-space        isnms-compact 

then the space    
SM    is compact for all 

SM induced 

by SM ". "But thenconverse isn't true inngeneral ". "As the 

followingnexample shows ". 

Example 2.10: "Let S , )1,[:{  aaAAM S  such 

that a  is odd integer number} ". "Then 

)}2,[,,{  iiXT
SiM   is topological space induced by 

SM  for all i  so that ii :{  is odd integer 

number} ". "Then 
SiMT  is compact for all i  and SM

 

is not ms-compact since  



i

ii )2,[  is ms-open cover 

for   but there is not finite subcover ". 

Theorem 2.11: "Let ),( SMS  be an ms-space". "Then": 

i. If S  is an ms-compactnand SMKS  , then K  

is an ms-compact in S . 

ii. If ),(),(: VS MVMSf   is an ms
*
-

continuousnand E  is an ms-compactnsubset of 

S , then )(Ef  is acompact in V . 

 

Proof:  

 (i)  Let ),( SMS  benan ms-compactnand SMKS  ". 

"Let }:{ IiMU Si   benannms-opencover of K , 

then SIiMUKS Si  }:{)( . Since S  is 

an ms-compact, there exists a finite subset I  of I  

such that SIiMUKS oSi  }:{)(  then 

}:{ oSi IiMUK   and so K  is an ms-

compact in S . 

(ii) "Let }:{ IiLi   be acover of )(Ef ". "Then 

}:)({ 1 IiLfE i   , where Si MLf  )(1
". "Since 

E  is an ms-compact, there exists a finite subset 

 I  of I  so that }:)({ 1

 IiMLfE Si  
". 

"Then }:{)(  IiMLEf Si   and so )(Ef  is a 

compact in V ". 

Theorem 2.12 [11]: "A spaces   isncompact iff 

everynnet in   has aclusternpoint in s ". 

Theorem 2.13: "Let   be an ms-space, then   is ms-

compact then evernnet in   has anms-clusternpoint in  ". 

Proof : "Let    SM   be an ms-compact space and 

Xxx )(  be a net in S, then    
SMT   is acompact space 

for all 
SMT  in S "". "Then by Theorem (2.12), the net 

Xxx )(  has cluster point   in    
SMT   then   is ms-

clusterpoint of thennet Xxx )(  ". " (i.e. s
ms

x  ) Hence for 

all net in S has ms-clusterpoint in  ".  

 

 
Corollary 2.14: If   be "ms-space". "Then   is ms-

compactniff every net in   has asub net which ms-

convergence to a point in  ". 

 

Theorem 2.15 [9]: Let ),( SMS  and ),( VMV  be "two 

ms-spaces then } and :{ VSVS MLMKLKM   is 

an m-structure on VS  ". 

Remark 2.16: "Let ),(
iSi MS  be an m-structure i  

then its clear to show that the projection function

 SSi
i




:Pr  is an ms-continuous  "". 

Theorem 2.17: "A net Xxx )(  in a product ims-space 

∏  ,  𝜆    is ms-convergence to   ∏  , if and only 

if         
  
→        for all 𝜆   " (where     is the 𝜆 -

th projection function). 

Proof: "If   

  
→   in ∏  , since    are ms-continuous 

function, then by the theorem (2.7) we have    

    
  
→       ". 

Conversely: "Suppose that        
  
→        for all 

𝜆   ". "Let     

      
      

      
         

      
  

be a basis ms-neighborhood of   in ∏  ". "Then for all 

          , there is    so that whenever     , 

    
    

". "Then    greater than for all   ,   

        , we have     
    

 for all     ". "It follows 

that for all     ,    ⋂    

      
              So 

   

  
→  ". 

Corollary 2.18:  "If Xxx )(  be a net in a product ims-

space ∏   having   ∏    as ms-cluster point, then for 

each 𝜆                   has        for ms-cluster 

point". 

 

Now, we give the definition of ms-proper functions and 

some results which are related to this concept. 

Definition 2.19: Afunction ),(),(: VS MVMSf   is 

called: 

i.  "ms-closed if foreach ms-close set H  of S , )(Hf is 

ms-closednin V". [5] 

ii. " ms
*
-closed if there is non-indiscrete topology 

SM  

such that for each ms-closed  set H  of S , )(Hf  is 

closed in V ". [3] 

Definition  2.20: "Let f  be a function of an ms-space S  

intonannms-space V  then f  is said to be an": 

i. "ms-propernfunction if f  is an ms-

continuousnfunction and the function 

ZVZSif Z  :  is an ms-closednfor ever 

space Z ". [12] 

ii. "ms
*
-proper function if

 
f  is an ms

*
continuous 

function and thenfunction ZVZSif Z  :  is 

an ms
*
-closedffor ever space Z ". [3] 
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Recallfthat a sub set    of      isfcalled exceptional set of 

  which definedfby: 
    {                                         

                  }, "where   is a function from an 

ms-space   into an ms-space  . We shall introduce a new 

characterization, which is very useful for ms-proper 

function by using a special set namely, ms-exceptional (for 

brief     ) set of   ". 

Definition 2.21: "Let   be afunction from an ms-space 

  intofan ms-space  , the ms-exceptional set of   (for 

brief     ) set is a subset of      which defined by" 

     {                                    

  

  
→            

  
→   }    

Now, we shall use      to characterize ms-proper and 

ms
*
-proper functions. 

Theorem 2.22: "If         be an ms-continuous 

functionf,where    is anfms-compact  ,    and   be an 

ms-Hausdorff im-spaces". "Thenfthefollowing statements 

are equivalent": 

i.    is ms -proper f unction . 

ii. "If  Xxx )(  is a net in     and       is ms -

cluster point of   {    },  then ther's ms -

cluster point     of          so that        ".  

Proof:         "Since   be an ms-proper function". "Then 

 is an ms- closed function and    { } is an ms-

compact,       If Xxx )(  be a net in   and     

be an ms-cluster point of a net            in   . Claimf 

   { }   , if    { }   , thenf          

(    )
 
 sincef   is an ms-closed set in   and   is an ms-

proper (ms -closed ), then      is an ms-closed set in   ". 

"That (    )
 
  is an ms-openf setf in  . Ther efore 

           is frequently in (    )
 

". But           , 

for all x  ". "Then      (    )
 
  , an d thi s 

is a contradiction. Thus    { }    ,is't fre quently". 

"Now, suppo se  th at the  statements  (ii)  isn't  tr ue, th at  

me ans for       { } there's ms-open setf      in    

conta ins     so th at Xxx )( is't fr equ ently in       ". "  

Noti ce thfat    { }  ⋃ { }     { } ". " 

Thefrefore thfe famfily  {        { }} is ms-

open cover of     { }, bfut    { }   is ms-compact set ". " 

Thfere'rfe                   so th at    { }  ⋃    
 
   , 

thfen    { }  (⋃    
 
   )

 
  ". "Theen      { }  

(⋂    
  

   )   . But Xxx )( is  not  frequently  in 

   
for each              ". "Thus is not frequently in 

⋃    
 
   , but ⋃    

 
   is ms-openeset ine  , soe 

(⋂    
  

   ) is ms-closedset in    ". "Th us by  

ass umption  (⋂    
  

   ) isems-cloesed set in  ". " 

Cla im    (⋂    
  

   ), if     (⋂    
  

   )  then there's  

  ⋂    
  

    so that         , theus    ⋃    
 
     

but      { }, there fore    { } isn't subset of   

 

 

 

 
⋃    

 
   , this is a contradiction. Then there is ms-opeen 

sete    in    so that      and  

   ⋂    
  

                         ( (⋂    
  

   ))   , 

 also         ⋂    
  

       ". "So        ⋃    
 
   ". 

"But   {    }  is freequently in , then          is 

frequeently in         aned theen it is freq ueently in 

⋃    
 
   ". "This is a contradiction, there 's ms-cluester 

poient      so that        ".  

       Teo proeve thaet                  is ms-

closed for any space    . Leet     be ms-closed subset of 

    and             . To prove   is ms-closeed 

subeset of      . Leet        ̅    , then there's aenet 

{       }     in    so that {(           } 
  . Thus there's 

aenet  {       }     in    soethat        {       }  
{       }   for  ever     . Sinece {(           } 

   by 

corollary (2.18) ,then        
   and      

    and        . 
Since   {       }      in      and      is  ms-closed. So 

   ̅  , then                     . Then 

   ̅  hence     is ms-closed subset of       .  Then 

    is ms-closed  function , thus         is  ms-proper 

function".  

Theorem 2.23: "Let   is function from ms
*
-space   into 

ms-space  ". "Then   is ms-proper if and only if       ". 

Proof : "Let          To see that          

    is ms-closed function for all space  ". " suppose   

is a closed subset of     and let               To 

prove that    is ms-closed subset of     let         
 ̅  , then there's anet {       } in   so that        
  
→           Therfore there's anet {       }     in so 

that         {       }  {       }, for ever    , 

by theorem (2.17), thus      
  
→    and       

  
→   ". 

"Since       , then   

  
→    for some       thus 

by theorem (2.17)        
  
→        ". "Since   is closed 

(ms-closed) then          ". "By ms
*
-continuous 

of      , we has          {       }  

(            )
  
→  (           )                , 

also we have        , which implies to           

which means that   is ms-closed set". 

Conversely: "Let   is ms-proper function". "To show that 

         If not, then there is a point        , 

there's anet Xxx )(  in   with   

  
→   so that     

 
  
→   ". "By remark (2.6.ii), there's apoint    

           

  
→    and         ". "Thus we have the 

net Xxx )(  is ms-convergent, this is a contradiction". 

"Therefore       ". 

Examples 2.24: 

i. "If   is function from ms-space         such that 

      into itself defined by        , for all   
   It's clear   is ms

*
-continuous function and for each net 

          in   with   

  
→    then          

  
→   

therefore       , hence   is ms * -proper function". 
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ii. "Let   and   are m-structure such that RZ MM ,  

denoted indiscrete and discrete m-structure respectively 

and        is afunction defined by      
 

 
  for all 

   ". "Clear that   isn't ms
*
-continuous and the net 

       in   has ms-limit, since      
 

 

  
→  ,      

thus        ". "Also, it's clearthat if          is a net in 

  with   

  
→    then       

 

  

  
→       , therefore 

       and   is not  ms
*
-proper ". 

 

Now, we give some results on ms-proper functions, new 

proofs by using our exceptional set       which makes 

the proofs much simpler. 

Remark 2.25: "Clear that if   is ms-compact, then an ms-

continuous function       is ms-proper, when   and 

  are ms-Hausdorff spaces ". "This follow from thefact that 

all net in ms-compactness space has ms-convergent 

subnet, therefore       ". 

3. ms-ConvergenceOf Filters: 
"In that section, I'm introduce anew type of 

converge namely, ms-converge of filter ". "Also, we given 

examples and theorem about this concept. 

Now, we review some basic definitions, theorems and 

remarks about a filter ". 

Definition 3.1 [14]: "Let   be a nonempty collection of a 

nonempty subset of a non-empty set     We say that   is 
afilter on   if ": 

i. "If            then        ". 

ii. "If        and         then     ". 

 

Definition 3.2 [10]: "A sub collection    of a filter   on a 

non-empty set   is called afilter base if and only if each 

element of    contains some element of     .i.e. each 

     there is      such that      ". 

Remark 3.3 [10]: "If    is a filter base for a filter   on a 

non-empty set   ". "Then   {          
              } is called filter generated by    ".  

Definition 3.4 [10]: "A filter   on a space   is called be 

converge to apoint      (written     ) if and only if 

         The point is     called a limit point of 

   Also, we said     is acluster point of   and it is 

denoted by (       iff       for all      

and       ". 

Remark 3.5 [10]: "Let be   afunction from aspace   into 

aspace V , then": 

i. "If   is a filter on  ". "Then      is a filter on   having 

for a base the sets     ,     ". 

ii. "If   is afilter base on  ". "Then     is a filter base on  ". 

Definition 3.6: A filter   on an ms-space   is called be 

ms-converge to apoint      (written  
  
→   ) if and only 

if          ". "Also, a filter   on an ms-space   has 

   as ms-cluster point (written     
  ) if and only if 

     meets each         . 

 
 

 
Theorem 3.7:  A filter   on an ms-space   has     as 

ms-cluster point iff   
ms

E , forever    . 

Proof:     
      ⋂

ms

E   for all          and 

for all                  
ms

E , for all     

   
ms

E . 

 

Remark 3.8: "If   be a filter on an ms-space   and      

then its clear to show that If  
  
→         

     then 

            andif  
  
→   then     

  . 

The converse in this remark isn't true in general and see 

that from nextexample: 

 

Examples 3.9: 

i. "If   {     },  SM  {    { } { } {   }} and 

   
 {    {   }}, let   {  {   }} and      

{  {   }}". "Since          then           

But        {  { } {   } {   }}  then 

              Thus    does not ms-convergence to 3".  

ii. "let    {     } such that 
SMS TM ,  are discrete 

topology then there is  
SM      ". "Let   

{  {   }}be a filter on          then        

Since       {  { } {   } {   }}, then{   }  

   { }        , then{   }  { }      Thus 2 does 

not ms-cluster point at  ". 

iii. "Let             and   {    [    ]    } 

be a filter on    then  0
ms

  but   does not ms-convergence 

to 0, since              , but         ". 

 

Definition 3.10: "A filter base   on an ms-space    is 

called be ms-convergence to     ( written   
  
→   ) if 

and only if the filter generated by    ms-convergent to  ". 

"Also, we say that a filter base     has     as ms-cluster 

point ( written      
   ) if and only if each       meets 

each          ". 

 

Definition 3.11: "Let     be a filter base on an ms-space 

 ,    .Then": 

i. "A point   is called be ms-accumulattion point of     if" 

  ⋂
ms

oF                . 

ii. "A point   is called be ms-adherent point of     if" 

   
ms

oF                 . 

Remark 3.12: "Every ms-adherent point is ms-

accumulation point". 

Theorem 3.13: "A filter base    on an ms-space    is ms-

convergence to a point      iff foreach         , 

there's       so that is such that     ". 
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Proof: "Given    
  
→    then a filter   generated by     and 

  
  
→  ". "Then          , hence for each         , 

    thus there is        such that      ". 

Conversely: "To prove that    
  
→   i.e.,   be a filter on   

generated by     with  
  
→  ". "Let          then by 

hypotheses, there is      such that     , since   is a 

filter on  , then    ". "Hence     and        

 ,therefore   
  
→  ". 

Theorem 3.14: "A filter   on an ms-space    has     as 

an ms-cluster point if and only if there's a filter    finer 

than   which ms-convergence to  ". 

Proof: "Suppose that     
  , then by definition (3.10) each 

      meets each         ". "Then    
  

{                  } is a filter base for some 

filter    which is finer than   and ms-convergence to  ".  

Conversely: "Give       and   
  
→  , then 

   
  
→                

". "Hence each      and each 

         belong to   
". "Since    is a filter, then      ". 

Theorem 3.15: "Let   be an ms-space,        

    Then    
ms

E  iff there's afilter    on   so that      

and   
  
→  ". 

Proof: "If   
ms

E , then        for all         . 

Then      {             } it's afilter base for 

somefilter   . The result filter contain    and   
  
→  ". 

Conversely: "Let     and  
  
→  , then         . 

Since   is afilter and       for all         ". 

"Thus   
ms

E ". 

Corollary 3.16: "Let   be an ms-space,         . 

Then   
ms

E  iff there's afilter base      on   so that 

       and  
  
→  ". 

Theorem 3.17: "Let       is afunction and   is afilter 

on,       Then  is ms-continuous if and only if 

whenever  
  
→   in    then     

  
→      in  ". 

Proof: "Supposethat   is ms-continuous function and 

 
  
→     To prove     

  
→      in     Let            , 

since   be ms-continuous, then there's          so 

that        Since  
  
→  , then    ". "But       , 

thus     
  
→      ". 

Conversely: "Suppose that the condition is holds, to 

prove that   is ms-continuous ". "Let   {    

      } is a filter on   and  
  
→  ". "By hypotheses     

  
→     , for each            , we have        ". 

"There is          so that       ". "That   is ms-

continuousfunction". 

Theorem 3.18: "Let   be an ms-space,     ". "Apoint   
  is ms-limitpoint of   iff   { } belong to somefilter   

which ms-convergence to  ". 

Proof: "Suppose that   is ms-limit point,then     { }   
  forevery           
 

 

 
     {     { }          } be afilter base forsome 

filter  ". "The result filter contain   { } with 

  
  
→  ". 

Conversely: "If   { }          
  
→  , then   { }  

 .         ". "Sincee   is afilter". "Then     { }    for 

all         ". "Hence   is ms-limitpoint of aset  ". 

Definition 3.19 [15]: "Let           is anet in aspace   ,   

is afilter generate by afilterbase    consist of the 

sets    
 {              } is called a filter 

generated by          ". "i.e., 

   {    
                            

 }  is a filter base, 

  is a filter on   and it is called a filter associated with 

the net          ". 

Theorem 3.20: "A net           in an ms-space    ms-

convergence to     iff a filter   generated by           

ms-convergent to  ". 

Proof: "A net          ms-convergent to     iff 

each          contains atail of         , sincethe 

tailsof           are abase for afilter generate 

by         , the result follows ". 

Definition 3.21 [15]: "Let    be a filter base on a 

space      For all         , we put        iff      , 

then         is a directed set". "For all     , define 

     ⋃       such that for all      take (fixed) 

      so that          ". "Thus           is a net in   

and it is called a net associated with a filter base    ". 

Theorem 3.22: "Let           be a net associated with a 

filter base    on an ms-space   and    ". "If   
  
→  , 

then   

  
→  ". 

Proof:  "Let    
  
→   and          ". "Thus there 

is       such that      , then      , so     

  for all     ". "Therefore   

  
→  ". 

The converse of this theorem isn't true in general. See 

that from nextexample: 

Example 3.23: "If   {     } and     {    { }} be 

m-structure on      Put     {   }  and    

{{    }   }        {   { } {   } {   }}". "Define 

      {   } by    {   }   , then   is a net in  ". 

"Thus   
  
→   but     does not ms-convergence to 1, 

since { }          but { }    ". 

Definition 3.24 [15]: "Let    be afilter base on aspace". 

"Put    {                },       is adirected set 

by relating,                 if and only if      , so 

define a function        by          , 

where         ". "Then           is called the canonical 

net (net based) of    ". 

Theorem 3.25: "A filter base    on an ms-space    is ms-

convergence to       iff the canonical net of    ms-

convergence to  ". 

Proof: "Let    
  
→   and         , then there's 

      so that     ". "Since     , there's      ". 

"Pick           , then      for all     ". 

"Therefore   

  
→  ". 
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Conversely: "Let   

  
→   and        , there's    

  so that       for ever     ". "Thus there's       

and       such that            ". "To prove    
   let     ". "Then                    , 

thus     ". "Hence     , therefore    
  
→  ". 

Corollary 3.26: "A filter base    on an ms-space    has 

    as an ms-cluster point if and only if the canonical 

net on    has   as an ms-cluster point". 

Theorem 3.27:  "An ms-space   is       ms-space if 

and only if every ms-convergefilter in   have aunique 

ms-limitpoint ". 

Proof: "If   be a       ms-space and   be a filter on   

so that   
  
→          

  
→   with    ". "Since be an   

   ms-space, then there's          and          so 

that      ". "Since  
  
→  , then          and 

 
  
→   then         ". "Since be a filter, then     

 ". "This is a contradiction, hence the result follows ". 

Conversely: "To provethat   is an      ms-space". 

"Supposenot, then there're       with      so that forever 

         and forever                ". "Then 

    {    :                      } is a filter 

base forsome filter  ". "The result filter ms-convergence at   

and  ". "This is a contradiction, thus   is       ms-space". 

Theorem 3.28: "An ms-space   be ms-compactness space 

iff all filter base     with ms-adherent point     ms-

convergence to  ". 

Proof: "Suppose that   be an ms-compact and     be an 

ms-adherent point of    ". "Then   
ms

E  for all     , 

then by corollary (3.16) we have   
  
→  ". 

Conversely: "Suppose that    
  
→  , by theorem (3.22) 

every net associated with a filter base    ms-convergence 

to  .Thus by corollary (2.14), every net has a subnet 

which ms-convergence to  ". "Thus   is ms-compact space". 

 

Theorem 3.29: "A filter   on a product ms-space ∏   , 

𝜆    is ms-convergence to   ∏    if and only if 

      
  
→        in   , for ever 𝜆   ". 

Proof: "If  
  
→   in ∏    , 𝜆   ". "Since     are ms-

continuous, by theorem (3.17),        
  
→        in    

for each 𝜆   ".  

Conversely: By using theorem (2.17). 
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 تقارب البنية الاصغرية لمشبكات والمُرشِحات حـول
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 المستخمص:
فً هذا البحث سأقدم وأدرس نوع جدٌد من التقارب للبنٌة الاصغرٌة اطلقت علٌه اسم "

)تقارب البنٌة الاصغرٌة للشبكات والمرشحات( باستخدام المجموعات المفتوحة الاصغرٌة، كما 
كذلك استخدمت دالتٌن معرفتٌن على اساس ". "الخصائص لهذه النوعتمكنت من تحقٌق بعض 

البنٌة الاصغرٌة باشكال مختلفة احدهما تحقق انتقال صفة التراص الاصغري والاخرى تحقق 
ً ومتطلبات البحث  . "انتقال فٌما بٌن صفتً التراص الاصغري والتراص من جهة واحدة تبعا
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